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Across Edinburg, the capital of Scotland stands an astronomical castle which still has preserved it
Scottish cultural hint of beauty alongside its amazing modern appearance. The temptation of
exploring this city must definitely be pinching you. Auld rekey is another name used for Edinburgh
but the most authentic of the names used for the glorious city is "the Athens of the north". This
name is appropriate owing to numerous facts. The historical palaces of the city stand alongside the
modern buildings. The city is laden with gothic churches, Georgian buildings and countless historical
museums and galleries. Just the prospect of visiting them is so enchanting. The exciting experience
of actually visiting these places can be attained by reserving either an apartment or a hotel in the
city for accommodation.

The best thing about Edinburgh is that it is an amazing mixture of the medieval buildings and the
modern ones, making the city extremely ravishing and one of its kind. It is all about amazing hills
and lush green valleys. The amazing pieces of Georgian and modern buildings adds to the exquisite
charm of the city. The pleasure attained by watching such natural beauties through the hotels or
apartments in Edinburgh is guaranteed.

The most well-known towns of Edinburgh are the old and new towns, which have been labeled as
UESCO world heritage sites. Other attractive places that are worth seeing during a tour to
Edinburgh include: the Edinburgh castle, the Rosslyn Chapel (the one from Da Vinci Code movie
and book), Abbey and palace of Holy Roodhouse, Royal Botany Garden and St Giles Cathedral.
These are the master pieces of Georgian construction and will be good introduction to the Georgian
style of architecture.

It doesnâ€™t just end with the medieval things. If you want to see the modern side of Edinburgh, there
are always museums and galleries like the Museum of Scotland, The National Gallery of Scotland
and the Scottish National Gallery of modern art.  Other than these, the shopping malls, restraints,
bars and pubs bring you even closer to the customs and people of the city. If you are shopaholic or
are fond of nice food and descent hoteling, the best advice for you is to look for Edinburgh
apartments somewhere around George Street, Victoria Street or Princes Street.

Edinburgh has this strong attractive force for people of all ages, of all places and of all interests.
Every year the city achieves the honor to host thousands of people from all around the globe during
customary festivals like Edinburgh International Festival. The rich culture and history of Edinburgh
can also be studied in detail while attending any of the festivals of Edinburgh.

To be on the safe side, it is recommended to make sure that the accommodation is dealt with in
advance by booking one of Edinburgh hotels or apartments. You can find economical and
expensive apartments, depending on the money you wish to spend. The apartments in Edinburgh
have always been cherished for their hospitality and extremely comfortable environment. It is
impossible not to have an exceptional time if you spend your holiday in Edinburg apartments. So
make your tour to Edinburgh an unforgettable one with family and friends.
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Jessi Ashley is marketing officer for Greenlet, property letting website in Edinburgh. For more
information on a edinburgh flats to rent please visit a rent flat in edinburgh.
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